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Abstract
The intensive care unit (ICU) is one of the most crucial and expensive resources in a health care system. While high fixed costs
usually lead to tight capacities, shortages have severe consequences. Thus, various challenging issues exist: When should an ICU
admit or reject arriving patients in general? Should ICUs always be able to admit critical patients or rather focus on high utilization?
On an operational level, both admission control of arriving patients and demand-driven early discharge of currently residing patients
are decision variables and should be considered simultaneously. This paper discusses the trade-off between medical and monetary
goals when managing intensive care units by modeling the problem as a Markov decision process. Intuitive, myopic rule mimicking
decision-making in practice is applied as a benchmark. In a numerical study based on real-world data, we demonstrate that the
medical results deteriorate dramatically when focusing on monetary goals only, and vice versa. Using our model, we illustrate the
trade-off along an efficiency frontier that accounts for all combinations of medical and monetary goals. Coming from a solution that
optimizes monetary costs, a significant reduction of expected mortality can be achieved at little additional monetary cost.
Keywords Intensive care unit . Admission and discharge decisions . Markov decision process . Dynamic programming .
Operations research
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We model the decision-making process in the ICU and
determine the optimal policy when a capacity shortage
happens.
The policies suggest direct implications for ICU management, such as reserving a certain number of beds
for internal emergencies, or diverting ambulances if a
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certain threshold of critical patients is currently in the
ICU.
We discuss the trade-off between medical and monetary
goals and evaluate an efficiency frontier for both objectives.

1 Introduction
The intensive care unit (ICU) is one of the most crucial
and expensive resources in the health care system [1].
Specialized equipment and highly skilled staff provide
special care to the most severe and acute patients, leading to significant costs. In the US, costs for intensive
care represent about 16.9%–38.4% of total hospital cost,
which amounts to 5.2%–11.2% of national health expenditures [2, 3]. In order to cut costs, hospitals have
aggressively reduced ICU beds [4]. As a consequence,
the demand exceeds the capacity on a regular basis.
Limited resources and increasing demand lead to overcrowding in many ICUs. As a result of this, Boyd and
Evans [5] expect a shortfall of intensivist hours in the
United States of 22% by 2020, and that this shortfall
will increase to 35% by 2030.
ICU processes contain various uncertainties, which increase the difficulty of ICU management [6]. For example,
the patient arrival pattern is hard to predict. Patients may be
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directly admitted to the ICU, arrive spontaneously after problems during a scheduled surgery, or transfer from the emergency department (ED), if necessary with a stopover in the
operating room [7]. Among the patients in the ICU, the degree
and severity of the disease as well as its subsequent treatment
vary significantly. Furthermore, these health conditions will
change during the stay in the ICU rapidly and unexpectedly.
Thus, the length of stay (LOS) of an individual patient is hard
to predict [8].
Patients in need of ICU beds are critically ill by definition.
Most patients’ life-threatening conditions have to be treated
immediately because delayed ICU admission is associated
with higher mortality and additional resource expenditure
([9–11]). In this case, we don’t consider waiting as assumed
in current literature [12–14]. When an additional patient unexpectedly needs intensive care treatment in a hospital with a
congested ICU, there are two options – both associated with a
major loss of time until sufficient treatment can be initiated.
First, the patient could be transferred to another department or
even another hospital with available ICU capacity. Until then,
the situation might lead to patients being treated in the ED
[11]. Second, a patient currently staying in the ICU is
discharged earlier than planned to make space for the new
patient. KC and Terwiesch [15] suggested such practice when
the system load is high. Early discharge, however, requires
bridging strategies including respective facilities. Many
ICUs, e.g., provide an intervention room to stabilize the patients’ conditions and bridge for a short time until the bed is
made available. Another option aims at surgical ICU patients
expanding their treatment within the operating theatre, e.g., in
the operating or recovery room. Such bridging approaches,
however, do not substantially resolve the congestion of the
respective ICU [12–14]. Neither of these options is desirable,
because the morbidity and mortality of patients might increase
[15]. Furthermore, patient pathways connect the ICU to other
units inside and outside the hospital [16]. Decisions made in
the ICU also influence upstream and downstream departments
[7]. Capacity shortages in the ICU can also cause congestion
of the patient flow within the entire hospital, e.g., by blocking
transferals from the ED. Additionally, overloaded staff and
decreased revenues are other possible negative effects. Thus,
making good admission and discharge decisions is crucial to
managing ICU capacities efficiently and simultaneously ensuring a high service quality.
In many ICUs, including the case study hospital, a myopic
strategy (that is, only considering direct and immediate effects) of patient admission and discharge control is applied:
As long as free beds are available, any new arriving patient is
admitted. In case of capacity shortages, different myopic policies (such as the early discharging of existing patients or the
rejection of the arriving patient) are applied to minimize the
direct negative consequences that are typically evaluated
based on the judgment of the ICU physicians. Strategies
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applied in practice are discussed in several papers [12,
17–19]. Although these myopic strategies are easy to implement, they have shortcomings. For example, when the last
available bed is assigned to a patient who might also be
diverted or delayed, the next arriving patient who cannot either be diverted or delayed will cause an issue. The American
College of Critical Care Medicine defines and regularly updates guidelines on ICU admission, discharge, and triage decisions [20]. They identify the prioritization of patients and
management of scarce ICU resources as an open issue: Instead
of providing a clear recommendation, they conclude that “further research is needed on all aspects of rationing critical care
resources to narrow the current gaps in allocating scarce
resources”.
To help answer these questions, we consider optimal ICU
admission and discharge policies in an analytical model. It
shows that capacity allocation and rationing issues are central
and at the heart of important operational questions: When
should an ICU admit or reject arriving patients? Should
ICUs reserve capacity in order to be able to admit critical
patients most of the time or rather focus on high utilization?
Should an arriving patient be admitted, although this necessitates prematurely discharging another? Obviously, both admission control of arriving patients and demand-driven early
discharge of currently residing patients are operational decisions and should be considered simultaneously. Naturally,
when employing additional staff in the ICU, more patients
can be treated. But the fixed cost of staffing will also be increased, and the training cost should be considered as well.
Finally, the above-mentioned bridging approaches are an inherent precondition of such solutions. Actually, more staff and
ad hoc available facilities can be assumed as additional ICU
capacity. In our model, we assume that the capacity of the ICU
(both beds and staffing irrespectively the labelling) is fixed.
To do so, we use the stylized model of ICU admission and
discharge visualized in Fig. 1. As in Litvak et al. [18], patient
arrivals may be differentiated between three types: The first
type includes patients following elective surgeries, where the
nature of the surgery typically requires intensive care. The
arrival times of these patients depend, prima facie, on the
surgical schedule. However, the uncertainties in operating
room scheduling [21] as well as in the surgery process [22]
make the time of arrival at the ICU stochastic. The second type
comprises internal emergency patients. These patients have
already been admitted to the hospital, and unexpectedly require intensive care. Typical examples are routine surgical
procedures which become more complex and lead to the patient now requiring intensive care, or readmissions following
early discharges from the ICU. The final type of arriving patients describes external emergency patients, who are mostly
brought in by ambulance.
To admit a surgical patient to the ICU, many complex
criteria are needed to be considered, e.g., the preoperative
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Fig. 1 The patient flow in the
ICU

health status, the invasiveness, the extent of surgery, the surgical organ, and the degree of tissue trauma. The prediction is
complex and characterized by a considerable amount of uncertainty. This dilemma is reflected in the fact that 70% of all
deaths after surgery in hospitals occur in normal wards rather
than in ICUs [23]. Due to the increasing use of Big Data
analyses in healthcare, machine learning algorithms have been
superior to traditional prediction accuracy scores [24].
Recently, suggested a highly accurate postoperative risk prediction model for ICU admissions Jauk et al [25]. Even if
advanced models accurately predict the probability of postoperative ICU demand on a personalized level, the exact prediction alone lacks operational benefit. The key question is
whether a hospital provides for n scheduled patients with a
predicted (even exact) individual ICU treatment probability pi
a total of n or n ∙ pi beds. Since probabilities for ICU demand
usually are right skewed distributed, the answer to this question is critical. Nevertheless, any request for postoperative
ICU treatment is decided before elective surgery and, therefore, part of the scheduling process for major elective surgery.
Unexpected cancelation of the reservation always leads to rescheduling of surgery. Actually, the surgery-related factors
cannot be estimated sufficiently before surgery is completed.
They mainly contribute to the severity of ICU treatment,
which therefore has to be estimated at admission to the ICU
and need to be re-evaluated on each treatment day.
In the case of an internal emergency, an already hospitalized patient will be transferred to the ICU – in case of congestion, emergency care has to be provided in another department
of the hospital. These patients’ medical history is given in the
hospital chart. But it does not hold true for the current cause of
the deterioration of the condition. Importantly, even during the
recent COVID-19 pandemic, such patients are not transferred
to other hospitals. Instead, other ICU patients in more stable
conditions are transferred. External emergency patients with a
request for ICU treatment are at their best discussed with the

out-hospital emergency team resulting in working diagnoses
and an estimate of the worst complication to be averted.
Actually, their physical status is unknown before admission
to the ICU. In the case of congestion, ambulances are diverted
to other hospitals with available ICU capacity.
Consequently, almost every ICU patient’s health status is
reliably determined at admission to the ICU but not earlier.
Our model dichotomizes the grade of severity, which maps the
current human-based decision algorithm best: high-severity
and low-severity patients. High-severity patients are characterized by a more critical condition, going along with a longer
expected LOS compared to low-severity patients. During their
stay at the ICU, the health status of high-severity patients may
improve to the low-severity status, and the conditions of lowseverity patients might also worsen. Moreover, both types of
patients are regularly discharged from the ICU; in case their
condition further improves, they are transferred to another
unit, or in case of death. Please note that the model can be
extended straightforwardly to include more arrival types that
enable a more differentiated advanced estimation of a patient’s
health status by considering, for example, “safe” electives
(e.g. hand surgery, young people) and “risky” electives (e.g.
heart surgery, elderly), with different probabilities of the patient’s status being high-severity. The options of admission
and discharge control are admitting or rejecting an arriving
patient, and early discharging an existing patient (“early discharge”). Both rejection and early discharge result in negative
effects to patients and hospitals, both from a medical and a
monetary point of view.
In this paper, we employ a discrete time Markov decision
process (MDP). This modeling approach is standard in comparable stochastic dynamic problems with subsequent, interdependent decision opportunities. The objective is to minimize the negative consequences of capacity shortages.
Denied admissions and early discharges are penalized. We
evaluate the policy resulting from the MDP in two case studies
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capturing different management objectives – a medical and a
monetary perspective – based on real-world data from a large
German teaching hospital. The results show that the optimal
policy from our MDP model can considerably reduce the negative effects from a medical perspective – the mortality due to
capacity shortages may be reduced by 21% in our case study
compared to myopic policies. In contrast, myopic policies
mimicking intuitive decisions seem to work well from a monetary perspective. However, both perspectives are not
aligned and may lead to considerably different decisions
and results. Focusing on monetary instead of medical
goals, for instance, leads to an increase of expected
mortality of nearly 50%. To illustrate the trade-off between both perspectives, we draw an efficiency frontier
that includes a representative sample of combinations of
medical and monetary goals. We discuss the impact of
different combinations of cost parameters on solutions
and on the robustness of our model in case of overor underestimation of cost parameters.
Our approach provides a novel contribution in two
directions: First, it enables an analytical demonstration
of the trade-offs between medical and monetary goals
when designing admission and discharge policies in
ICUs. The impact of different goals is large, and deciding on the percentage of resources to be spent on intensive care is of great societal importance. Second, our
model provides optimal holistic policies combining admission and discharge decisions in an ICU based on
realistic assumptions. Those policies may lead to direct
implications for ICU management, such as reserving a
certain number of beds for internal emergencies, or diverting ambulances if a certain threshold of critical patients is currently in the ICU. The policies our stylized
model produces are of a low complexity level, which
means that they can be printed out and be directly used
by ICU managers. Thus, there are no requirements on
certain information systems that have to be in place in
order to implement such policies in practice.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
After reviewing the literature on ICU admission and
discharge problems in Section 2, we describe the problem and present the MDP model in Section 3. Section 4
explains the data for the case studies. Section 5 contains
the results of the case studies. We describe the optimal
policies of a medical and a monetary objective, analyze
their performance, and briefly discuss strategic implications. We perform sensitivity analyses in Section 6, including an efficiency frontier discussion that looks at
combinations of medical and monetary goals by considering 32 different scenarios with different combinations
of cost parameters, and a study on the robustness of our
model to over- and underestimation of cost parameters.
Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.
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2 Related literature
ICU admission and discharge control problems have been
studied both by medical and management scholars. Several
papers in medical journals (mostly based on retrospective empirical analyses) demonstrate that both delayed admission and
demand-driven early discharge result in negative medical outcomes. Chalfin et al. [26] state that patients should be admitted
to the ICU as soon as possible, as rejections or delays lead to
undesirable consequences. There are plenty of studies
discussing the effects of early discharge and readmission in
the medical literature. The researchers agree that patients
discharged early face additional risks of health deterioration,
which might lead to readmission to the ICU. A few studies
indicate that these patients tend to have higher mortality than
first-time admitted patients [27–29]. To monitor the time to
readmission, Helm et al. [30] estimate a readmission density
function in order to optimize a post-discharge monitoring
schedule and staffing plan. Furthermore, Chrusch et al. [31]
conclude that high utilization levels of ICUs may increase
readmission rates and mortality rates. Iapichino et al. [32]
agree that higher occupancy levels (indicating higher severity
levels) lead to higher mortality rates. Consistent with those
studies, Bouneb et al. [33] find that bed availability is a main
driver for ICU refusals, and that these refusals lead to an
increase in mortality; Louriz et al. [34] report an increase of
mortality levels of around 10pp (percentage points) in case of
refused ICU admission.
Operations research/management science plays an important role in identifying ways to manage ICU capacity efficiently and in ensuring desired levels of service quality. An overview of the related literature concerning ICU management
problems published since 1980 can be found in Bai et al. [7].
Several papers discuss the patient flow in ICUs by applying
empirical approaches. KC and Terwiesch [15] analyze discharge and readmission processes with econometric statistical
methods. They demonstrate that early discharging ICU patients leads to higher ICU readmission rates. Focusing on patients admitted via the ED, Kim et al. [35] evaluate the effect
of ICU admissions on patient outcomes by analyzing a large
dataset. They conclude that the admission probability is
strongly impacted by ICU capacities – the probability of being
admitted significantly decreases with increasing ICU utilization. They demonstrate that admitting patients has preferable
outcomes; for instance, readmissions or transfers can be significantly decreased. Thus, admission policies might have a
considerable impact on patient outcomes. Based on their empirical findings, they model the admission control problem as
a discrete version of the Erlang loss model, similar to Shmueli
et al. [36], and apply a simulation to estimate the benefit of
alternative admission policies. A threshold rule that leads to
admission of patients based on the health status and the remaining free capacities shows promising results – the benefits
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of applying such a policy clearly exceed those of creating an
additional bed. Hu et al. [37] focus on ICU admission decisions of internal emergency patients using a data set of 21
hospitals. While they find that early admissions of internal
emergencies can significantly reduce negative medical consequences such as mortality, admitting patients proactively can
also congest ICUs, leading to an increase of early discharges.
A study focusing on the effects of occupancy levels on ICU
LOS is carried out by Long and Mathews [38]. They divide
the time a patient occupies an ICU bed in a real “service time”,
where care is provided, and a “boarding time”, where patients
are basically ready to leave but wait to be discharged. This
boarding time correlates with occupancy levels of both hospital wards and the ICU – it increases with increasing ward
occupancy, and decreases with increasing ICU occupancy.
Interestingly, the effect of high ward occupancy seems to
overweight the effect of high ICU occupancy, as in those
situations, long boarding times are observed. Miedaner and
Sülz [39] study 18 German neonatal intensive care units to
analyze whether the ICUs should have a narrow focus and
admit a homogeneous patient cluster or whether they should
admit a pool of patient clusters. With an empirical study, they
found that the organizational units providing services for complex patients should not have a narrow focus, but should rather
provide services for related patient segments.
In the analytical domain, queueing theory and Markov
models are the methods mostly applied to ICU admission
and discharge control problems. Three of these models apply
different variations of queuing theory: Griffiths et al. [40]
model the ICU admission control problem as an M/H/c/
∞/FIFO (first-in-first out) model, and similarly, Kim et al.
[41] apply an M/M/c multi-server system to analyze admission control processes. Shmueli et al. [36] apply a similar
M/M/c model to compare myopic first-come-first-served policies to those where only patients with a certain incremental
benefit are admitted. They demonstrate that higher rejection
rates can lead to preferable medical outcomes. Finally, Chan
and Yom-Tov [42] set up an Erlang-R queueing model to
make discharge decisions.
MDP plays an important role not only for ICUs, but also
for various other hospital departments, such as operating
rooms, EDs, and inpatient wards. Barz and Rajaram [43] use
an MDP for admission control in a hospital. To accept emergency patients under multiple resource constraints, they decide whether to accept or reject elective patients. Approximate
dynamic programming-based heuristics are used to solve the
model. Samiedaluie et al. [44] study the admission policies in
a neurology ward by an infinite horizon dynamic programming approach. Multiple types of patients are classified based
on their medical characteristics. The large scale case study
solved by approximate dynamic programming (ADP) prove
that the optimal policies can reduce the overall deterioration in
patients’ health status. Zonderland et al. [45] develop an
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MDP-based decision support tool to schedule the admission
of elective and semi-urgent surgeries, considering the capacity
of operating rooms. Similarly, Yang et al. [46] optimize the
admission policy for surgery patients considering capacity
constraints in the surgical ICU. The patients are grouped based
on the surgeon performing the surgery. They apply a heuristic
solution method to solve the MDP. Even in regular wards,
hospitals face the problem of insufficient capacity.
Thompson et al. [4] manage ward capacity by transferring
patients between different floors in the hospital. To optimize
floor choice, they develop and implement an MDP-based decision support system. Gocgun and Puterman [47], Gupta and
Lei [48] and Yu et al. [49] apply an MDP appointment scheduling model to optimize the utilization of medical resources,
and also solve it using approximate dynamic programming. Li
et al. [50] apply dynamic programming as well to schedule
limited resources to a large number of jobs. Xie et al. [51]
implement a nested policy based on dynamic programming
solutions to schedule the appointments for a medical diagnostic facilities.
Four papers using Markov models in an ICU context are
most closely related to our work. Dobson et al. [52] use a
Markov chain model to evaluate ICU performance of an exogenously given, intuitive decision rule. They model time as
discrete days and define patients by their remaining LOS,
which, they argue, is in reality deterministic for most patients.
If a patient arrives at a full ICU, the one with the shortest
remaining LOS (even possibly the new arrival) is discharged
early. Chan et al. [12], Li et al. [53], and Li et al. [14] use finite
horizon, discrete time MDPs to derive optimal ICU policies.
More specifically, Chan et al. [12] consider a planning horizon
of one week and use a state space containing the number of
patients of several types that are in the ICU. These patient
types are defined by their expected initial LOS that is determined by a patient’s condition when he/she enters the ICU.
Patients do not change their type and the types have different
probabilities for a regular discharge in one time period. In each
time period, the decision problem is whether and which patient to discharge early. They only briefly discuss rejections of
external emergency patients, but suggest in their outlook the
consideration of ICU admission decisions to enable a more
holistic view. In contrast, Li et al. [53] study ICU admission
decisions with a planning horizon of one day. Because of this
short horizon, they assume that patients’ health conditions do
not change and there are no regular discharges. They distinguish two patient types based on the initial health status. The
health condition of type 1 patients is more severe (diagnosed
with sepsis, respiratory failure, or problems with the central
nervous system) and they are always admitted, even if a
(healthier) type 2 patient must be discharged early because
the ICU is full. Type 2 patients may be admitted if there are
free beds. However, if a type 2 patient is first admitted and
later early discharged, it would have been better not to admit
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him/her. Thus, the decision problem considered is whether to
accept an arriving type 2 patient given the current state of the
ICU. The authors show that a threshold-type policy is optimal,
that is, type 2 patients are only admitted if a certain number of
beds is free and that this threshold decreases over time.
However, this decrease is obviously an artefact of the artificially limited planning horizon. Controlling for start- and endof-horizon effects, a time-homogeneous problem probably
features a stationary solution. Threshold-based policies are
often observed in real-life ICU decision making. Li et al.
[14] focus on the maximization of the survival benefits by
optimizing the ICU planning with early discharge from an
engineering perspective. Their classification of patients follows Li et al. [53]. Although a longer time horizon of ten days
is considered, patients still do not change their health status.
Unfortunately, there are some disconnects between text and
model (e.g. the probability of any health status change is independent of the ICU occupation), which may be caused by
the need for simplifications to enable the analytical derivation
of structural properties. Surprisingly, the optimal policy derived implies some situations where only the less critical type
2 patients are admitted, but the more critical type 1 patients are
rejected.
The papers that are most connected to our work are Kim
et al. [35] in the empirical literature, and Li et al. [53] and Li
et al. [14] in the modeling literature. We see our approach as
complementary to Kim et al. [35]. While they analyze a huge
dataset to derive information on admission policies and consequences of those, our approach analytically models such
policies. Contrary to Kim et al. [35], our model does not focus
on patients admitted via the ED only, but also includes patients with scheduled surgeries or internal emergencies.
Compared to the last two papers mentioned above, our model
is based on less restrictive assumptions to capture important
problem characteristics. In particular, our state space contains
patients’ current health status (high- or low-severity), and,
thus, we consider health status changes while staying in the
ICU: some patients recover and some get worse. Furthermore,
in line with Chan et al. [12], we derive the probability of
regular discharges from the current patient mix in the ICU.
Finally, none of the papers discussed above considers the
effects of medical and monetary goals, and the underlying
trade-off decisions.

3 Problem description and model formulation
Both admission control and demand-driven early discharge
decisions are included in the MDP model. In case a patient
arrives at a congested ICU, there are two possible options: to
reject the new patient and to discharge an existing patient early
to make room for the new patient. However, both options can
lead to negative consequences. Therefore, our objective is to
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find the optimal decision policy in order to minimize negative
consequences of capacity shortage, which can be assessed
from a medical or monetary perspective.

3.1 Problem setting
We model the problem as a (stationary) discrete time Markov
decision process as illustrated in Fig. 2. The objective is finding the admission and discharge policy that minimizes average total cost.
We assume an infinite time horizon, and define a time
period small enough that at most one patient arrives within
each time period. The sequence of events is as follows: At
time t ∈ {1, 2…}, time period t begins and all information
indexed with t is available. The ICU with a total capacity of
B beds is occupied by xj,t low-severity (j = 1) and high-severity
(j = 2) patients and a new patient of type i ∈ {1, 2, 3} (elective
surgery, internal emergency, and external emergency) just arrived. If no patient arrived, we set i = 0. Now, admission of
this patient and early discharge of an existing patient are decided. Please note that deciding on an arriving patient is for
illustration purposes only. These decisions are equivalent to
the hospital deciding in advance what it would do with an
arriving patient. In practice, electives as well as external emergencies would not arrive and be rejected but would rather be
canceled or diverted in advance.
The decisions are captured by the binary action vector at


edis edis
¼ arej
;
a
;
a
whose elements indicate rejecting the art
1;t
2;t
riving patient and early discharging of a low-severity patient
or a high-severity patient, respectively. Rejecting a type i arrival leads to penalty costs of crej
i and early discharging an
existing patient of health status j costs cedis
j . Since the bed
preparation time for new patients is relatively short, we ignore
it for new patients as current ICU modeling literature suggests
[12, 14, 54]. Therefore, an early discharge can make room for
a new patient. As mentioned before, only after a new patient is
admitted to the ICU, his/her health status jt + 1 ∈ {1, 2} becomes known. This is because if the patient was not admitted,
for example, the ambulance would be diverted and we would
never know about that. Furthermore, both types of patients
can be regularly discharged.
Moreover, patients’ health status may change. A number
yj,t + 1 of patients are regularly discharged and zj,t + 1 patients change
their status from j to (3 − j). Technically speaking, the new information ωt + 1 = (jt + 1, y1,t + 1, y2,t + 1, z1,t + 1, z2,t + 1, it + 1) becomes
available. If the current patient is admitted, his/her health
status jt + 1 is observed. The information also includes the
possible arrival of the next patient it + 1. In the following,
we present the elements of the MDP model in detail. All
parameters and variables of the model are listed in Table 1.
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Fig. 2 Sequence of events

3.2 State, action and policy
We use the pre-decision state which captures the state of the
system immediately before a decision is taken. The state
St = (x1,t, x2,t, it) at the beginning of time period t is defined by
three elements: the number of low-severity (x1,t) and highseverity (x2,t) patients in the ICU as well as the type of the
arriving patient it. We set it = 0 if there is no arrival and assume

Table 1

that while the arrival type is known at arrival, the health status
can only be diagnosed when the patient is admitted at the ICU.


edis edis
;
a
;
a
The action vector at ¼ arej
consists of binary
t
1;t
2;t
elements indicating whether the arriving patient is rejected
(arej
t ¼ 1 ), as well as whether a low-severity patient
edis
(aedis
1;t ¼ 1 ) or a high-severity patient (a2;t ¼ 1 ) is discharged
early. We are interested in a decision rule or policy π that gives

Parameters and variables of the MDP model

Patient indices
Cost parameters

Distribution parameters

Other parameters
Action variables

State variables

Stochastic information

i: arriving patient’s type (i=1: elective surgery; i=2, internal emergency; i=3, external emergency; i=0, no arrival)
j: index for health status: (j=1, low-severity; j=2, high-severity)
crej
i : rejection cost of a patient type i∈{1,2,3} (when the request arrives, only the arrival type is known)
cedis
patient with health status j∈{1,2}
j :early discharge cost of 
rej rej edis edis
c ¼ crej
: cost vector
1 ; c 2 ; c 3 ; c 1 ; c2
h=[hi, j]2 × 3: probabilities that a type i patient has health status j if admitted
pdis
j : probability that a given patient of status j is regularly discharged in one period
pcha
j : probability that a given patient of status j changes the health status in one period
λi: probability that a type i patient arrives, no arrival with probability λ0 =1−∑iλi
B: total capacity of ICU (number of beds)
T: length of time horizon (index t∈{1,…,T})
rej
arej
t : binary decision variable indicating whether to reject the arriving patient (at ¼ 1 )
edis
a j;t : 
binary decision variable
indicating whether to early discharge a patient with health status j (aedis

j;t ¼ 1 )
j edis edis
π
at ¼ are
;
a
;
a
ð
S t Þ: action vector decided at time t with policy π
¼
A
t
1;t
2;t
xj,t: number of patients with health status j in ICU at time t
it: the arrival type of the new patient at period
St =(x1, t,x2, t,it): state vector at period t
hi, j, known
if admitted in t)
jt +1: health status of new patient (a patient of type i has health status j with probability


dis
yj,t+1: number of regular discharges of type j patients during period t. y j;tþ1 ∼B x j;t −aedis


j;t ; p j
cha
zj,t + 1: number of patients of type j patients who change their health status during period t. z j;tþ1 ∼B x j;t −aedis
j;t ; p j
it +1: the arrival type of the new patient at period t+1 (a patient is of type i with probability λi)
ωt + 1 =(jt + 1,yj, t + 1,zj, t + 1,it + 1): vector of information that becomes available at the end of period t
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a best action at for every state St. Thus, the action is a function
of the state: at = Aπ(St).

3.3 Stochastic events, transformation function and
transition probabilities
Stochastic events include four parts. During period t, the information ωt + 1 = (jt + 1, y1, t + 1, y2, t + 1, z1, t + 1, z2, t + 1, it + 1) becomes available. If patient it was admitted to the ICU, his/her
health status jt + 1 ∈ {1, 2} becomes known. A number yj,
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t + 1 of patients is regularly discharged and zj, t + 1 patients change their health status, for j = 1, 2. Finally, a
new patient it + 1 might arrive.
The new state St + 1 at the beginning of the next period t + 1
is a function of the previous state St, the action at and the new
information ωt + 1. It is given by the following transformation
function, which could be easily generalized to more health
statuses (please note that sgn(it) takes a value of 1 if a patient
arrives (it > 0), and 0 if no patient arrives (it = 0)):


 

1
x1;t þ sgnðit Þ ˙ 1−arej
˙ 2−jtþ1 −aedis
t
1;t −y1;tþ1 −z1;tþ1 þ z2;tþ1 ;




A:
Stþ1 ðS t ; at ; ωtþ1 Þ ¼ @ x2;t þ sgnðit Þ ˙ þ 1−arej
˙ jtþ1 −1 −aedis
t
2;t −y2;tþ1 −z2;tþ1 þ z1;tþ1 ;
itþ1
0

Both the patients’ arrivals and LOS contain uncertainties
that are difficult to model. Although some researchers argue
that there are no suitable distributions to model the arrival
pattern and LOS in the ICU [55], and especially the LOS is
not reliably predictable for individual patients [8], most papers
in the literature apply theoretical distributions. We apply
memoryless distributions for arrival rates and lengths of stay,
an assumption that proved to be suitable in the literature [7].
Regarding the elements of ωt + 1, we model the following
dependencies and distributions:
&

&

The new patient’s health status jt + 1 depends on his/her
type it. Parameters hi, j give the probability that a type i
patient has health status j if admitted and are grouped into
a matrix h = [hi, j]3 × 2. In case a patient is not admitted, the
status is meaningless and, technically, an arbitrary one
realizes.
The number of regular discharges yj, t + 1 depends on
the number of type j patients in the ICU, that is,
x j;t −aedis
j;t . Each patient is regularly discharged (including transfers and events of death) with pdis
j , independently from the other patients. Thus, the number of regular discharges yj, t + 1 follows a binomial


dis
.
distribution: y j;tþ1 ∼B x j;t −aedis
j;t ; p j

&

Analogously, the number of patients who change their status
zj, t + 1 depends on the number of patients in the ICU as well,
that is, also x j;t −aedis
j;t . Each patient’s health status improves
or deteriorates with probability pcha
j in one period, independent of the other patients. Thus, zj, t + 1 follows a binomial


cha
distribution: z j;tþ1 ∼B x j;t −aedis
. In addition, the sum
j;t ; p j
of regular discharges yj, t + 1 and patients who change their
status zj, t + 1 cannot exceed the number of patients in the
ICU, that is, x j;t −aedis
j;t ≥ y j;tþ1 þ z j;tþ1

&

ð1Þ

Finally, with probability λi, a new patient of type i arrives
and with probability λ0 = 1 − ∑iλi, there is no arrival. We
group these into the parameter vector λ = (λ1, λ2, λ3).

Thus, the stochastic distributions are described by the folcha
lowing set of parameters: h; pdis
j ; p j ; λ.

3.4 Cost function and value function
The one-step cost function C(St, at) captures the cost of decision at in state St:

C ð S t ; at Þ ¼

rej
edis
edis ; if x ; x ≥ 0∧x þ x ≤B
crej
1;t 2;t
1;t
2;t
it ˙ at ˙ sgnðit Þ þ ∑ j c j ˙ a j;t
:
; otherwise
∞

ð2Þ
Rejecting a type i arrival leads to penalty costs of crej
i
and discharging an existing patient of health status j
early costs cedis
j . Note that the first line of (2) refers to
feasible states. The second line prevents that an action
is chosen that leads to an infeasible state via costs of
infinity (for example, more than B beds occupied). We
group the cost parameters into the vector

rej rej edis edis 
c ¼ crej
. The “costs” in this model
1 ; c2 ; c3 ; c1 ; c2
are an abstract concept, and its implications depend on
the “cost” perspective applied. For instance, costs could
be defined to be the negative effects to the patient
health condition, or lost profits from a monetary perspective. Now, we can define the objective function.
As we minimize average total cost, this is


T
1
π
V t ðS t Þ ¼ min lim Eω ∑ C ðSt ; A ðS t ÞÞ
ð3Þ
π T →∞ T
t¼1
with St = St + 1(St, Aπ(St), ωt + 1).
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4 Model input: Medical and monetary
perspective of admission and discharge
consequences
Based on historical data from a large German teaching hospital and the current literature, we estimate model parameters,
namely a set of distribution parameters and the cost parameter
vector c. The used patient-related data is either anonymized
data or aggregated data, not requiring any patient informed
consent in accordance with the European General Data
Protection Regulation (EU directive - 2016/679). In
Subsection 4.1, we analyze patient arrivals and the evolution
of their health status (corresponding to the lengths of their
stays) and derive the distribution parameters. In Subsection
4.2, we consider the cost vector c based on two different objectives of optimization, namely a medical and a monetary
perspective.

4.1 Analysis of historical arrival and LOS data
We obtained three months’ worth of data concerning patient
arrivals and discharges within an ICU of a large German
teaching hospital. There are in total B = 35 beds in this ICU,
and 514 patients were admitted during this time period. For
each patient, we know his/her arrival type and LOS. Arrivals
are highly fluctuating and range from 1 to 12 patients per day.
The utilization level is high (about 95%).
We define the length of a time period as one hour, so that
we can assume that there is at most one arrival per period. In
the following, we shortly sketch how we obtained the required
cha
parameters h; pdis
j ; p j ; λ from real-life data.
4.1.1 Arrival process
We analyze the historical data and conclude that Poisson processes are adequate to describe the arrival process for all three
patient types. However, in the historical data, we know only
the number of admitted patients without any records on the
number of rejected patients. According to the literature
[56–58], the percentage of patients being denied admission
to the ICU ranges between 20% and 60%. Consistent with
McManus et al. [59], who analyzed rejection rates in relation
to ICU utilization, we increase the historical admission numbers by a factor of 1.25 (that is, assuming an admission rate of
0.8) to calculate the arrival probabilities. In each time period,
there can be an arrival of an elective surgery, an internal emergency patient, an external emergency patient, or no arrival. As
we have the arrival type in the data, we can directly calculate
the following probabilities:
λ ¼ ðλ1 ; λ2 ; λ3 Þ
¼ ð0:088; 0:153; 0:059Þ and; accordingly; λ0 ¼ 0:700:
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A visual comparison of historic arrivals and the theoretical
predictions (before increasing the parameters by 1.25) is illustrated in Fig. 3.
4.1.2 Health status evolution
In a first step, we directly determined the empirical
distribution of the LOS for each patient type from the
data (solid lines in Fig. 4). In a second step, we calibrated the stochastic model outlined in Section 3.3 to
these distributions. Figure 4 shows a good fit between
the historical (solid lines) and the theoretical (dashed
lines) LOS distributions.
More technically, we used a grid search to choose the probcha
for each patient type such that the
abilities h; pdis
j , and p j
resulting probability distribution function of the LOS distribution most closely resembles the empirically observed one.
Distance was defined as the sum of the absolute distances
for each day. In doing so, we again assume that all patients
are admitted (as only this is contained in our data) and no early
discharges occurred. We obtained the following distribution
parameters:
2
3


0:9980 0:002
0:0177
dis
4
5
h¼ 0:5426 0:4574 ; p j ¼
; pcha
j
0:0024
0:5141 0:4859


0:0019
¼
; λ¼ð0:088; 0:153; 0:059Þ:
0:0014
Thus, the share of high-severity patients depending on the
arrival type is as follows: h1, 2 = 0.2% of elective surgery
patients, h2, 2 = 45.74% of internal emergency patients, and
h3, 2 = 48.59% of the external emergency patients are highseverity patients. Note that most elective surgeries result in
low-severity patients.
The probability of a regular discharge in the next period is
dis
pdis
1 ¼ 1:77% for a low-severity patient and p2 ¼ 0:24% for
a high-severity patient. In our case study, the capacity of the
ICU is B = 35 beds. No matter how many low-severity patients are in the ICU, the probability of regularly discharging
more than three low-severity patients is below 0.3%.
Therefore, to simplify the solution of the MDP in this case
study, we only consider three or less regular discharges in
each time period, that is y1, t + 1 ≤ 3. With the same logic, we
find that the probability of regularly discharging more than
one high-severity patient is below 0.3%. Therefore, we can
assume that at most one high-severity patient is regularly
discharged, i.e. y2, t + 1 ≤ 1. This considerably reduces the
number of state transitions to consider without simplifying
too much. Of course, these simplifications depend on ICU size
and the probabilities. If the ICU capacity is orders of magnitude bigger, then considering 2 or more simultaneous
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discharges may be necessary. But based on our knowledge,
we feel this assumption should be widely applicable.
The probability that a low-severity patient worsens to highseverity is pcha
1 ¼ 0:19%, while the probability that a highseverity patient improves to low-severity is pcha
2 ¼ 0:14%.
Again, we analyze the probabilities for all possible numbers
of health status changes. For example, it can be shown for our
data set that the probability of z2, t + 1 health status changes
from high- to low-severity is highest if the ICU is full of highseverity patients (x2;t −aedis
2;t ¼ 35 ) and decreases in z2, t + 1 for
our data. For z2, t + 1 = 2, it is only 0.2%. On the contrary, when
x1;t −aedis
1;t ¼ 35, the probability of z1, t + 1 = 2 is 0.1%. Thus, to
simplify the computation of the state transitions, we assume
that at most 1 patient of each type (zj, t + 1 ≤ 1) will change the
health status during one time period.

4.2 Definition of costs
Our model minimizes the costs, that is, negative consequences
of capacity shortages within the ICU. Obviously, there is no
global definition of negative consequences. In the following,
we define two possible perspectives: A medical perspective

that minimizes the increase of mortality rates, and a monetary
perspective that minimizes the negative effects on hospital
profits due to lost revenues and additional costs. This offers
the opportunities to discuss the value of our MDP approach
compared to myopic heuristics in both perspectives, the consequences of optimizing the medical perspective on monetary
performance indicators and vice versa, and possible structures
of systems where both perspectives are aligned.
Contrary to lengths of stays and arrival rates as discussed in
Section 4.1, data on the direct consequences of capacity shortages on mortality rates or hospital profits are typically not
available. Besides, they depend on the specific case: mortality
rates depend on the level of care and the patient mix. Effects
on profits depend on the reimbursement system and contractual specifications. For our case study, we chose the following
approach: Regarding the medical perspective, we derive realistic ranges from the literature, and discuss the value for our
case study with the case hospital’s ICU manager. Regarding
the monetary perspective, we rely on the Diagnosis Related
Groups system of Germany for the year 2017, the same year
which is relevant for our hospital case study. This system
publishes cost components based on 1,144 diagnosis groups
covering 2.5 million patients. Thus, possible revenues and
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Fig. 4 Comparison of historical
and theoretical LOS distribution
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costs for treatments covering surgeries or intensive care can be
derived. In case of rejecting internal emergencies or
discharging patients early, additional nursing care might be
required. Here, we rely on full cost averages for nurses in
Germany. As specified in the previous section, ICU management may choose five possible actions – each with an associated cost – to deal with capacity shortages, depending on the
type of an arriving patient and the patients within the ICU. In
the online appendix, we discuss how we derived the values for

rej rej edis edis 
the cost vector c ¼ crej
for the medical
1 ; c 2 ; c3 ; c1 ; c2
(cmed) in Appendix B.1 and the monetary perspective (cmon) in
Appendix B.2. The selected cost vectors for the medical and
the monetary perspective are as follows:


j
re j
re j
edis
edis
cmed ¼ cre
;
c
;
c
;
c
;
c
1;med 2;med 3;med 1;med 2;med

cmon

¼ ð1pp; 15pp; 3pp; 2pp; 10ppÞ:


j
re j
re j
edis
edis
¼ cre
1;mon ; c2;mon ; c3;mon ; c1;mon ; c2;mon
¼ ð9; 200 €; 5; 800 €; 4; 100€; 700 €; 6; 500 €Þ:

Please note that a) the choice of parameter values might
differ from hospital to hospital, and that b) some parameters
might not be determined accurately. In the online appendix,
we provide a detailed sensitivity analysis based on different
parameter combinations (Appendix E.1) and parameter
misspecification (Appendix E.2).

5 Case study: Implications of admission
and discharge policies
We tested the performance of our MDP-based approach and a
myopic benchmark mimicking intuitive decision making in
practice for both the medical and monetary perspective. In
particular, we implemented the following two approaches:
1) MDPo (o ∈ {med, mon}) is the optimal policy following
from the MDP approach described in Section 3 optimizing the medical or monetary perspective, that is with the
medical (c m e d ) or monetary (c m o n ) cost vector.
Technically, we used a finite horizon approximation with
horizon T to calculate the stationary policy from the value

1
−t
function V t ðSt Þ ¼ min
˙ C ðSt ; at Þ þ T T−tþ1
˙
at
T −t þ 1
Eωt ½V tþ1 ðS tþ1 ðS t ; at ; ωtþ1 ÞÞg with the boundary condition VT + 1(ST + 1) = 0. This MDP was first solved via
backwards induction (see Appendix A), which involves
Þ
the calculation of ðB þ 1Þ ðBþ2
2:4 states per time period, that
is 2664 states for B = 35. The time horizon was sufficiently large such that the ICU is in a steady state in the first
time periods and, therefore, the optimal policy reported

here does not depend on the time period. In our experiments, we used T = 168 and observed time-independent
actions for the first 5 time periods. The runtime for this
one-week horizon was about 30 min without
parallelization, which is negligible, as the optimization
needs to be run only once for a set of parameters.
2) Myopico (o ∈ {med, mon}) is the benchmark policy following from an intuitive, hands-on approach. This policy
mimics the decision making in practice and reflects the
status quo in our case study hospital. It only takes immediate costs into account. For example, Chan et al. [11]
applied a similar myopic heuristic. More precisely, as
opposed to the minimization of immediate C(St, at) and
future costs Eωt ½V tþ1 ðStþ1 ðS t ; at ; ωtþ1 ÞÞ in the MDP’s
value function (3), Myopic minimizes only C(St, at). In
our setting, this results in the following simple decision
rules:
Decision rule 1: If no patient arrives, do nothing.
Decision rule 2: If there are free beds, accept any
arriving patient without early discharging.
Decision rule 3: If there is no free bed, select the
cheapest alternative among rejecting the arriving patient or early discharge of a low-/high-severity patient from the ICU.
All policies were evaluated by simulation for a one-year
horizon comprising 8760 1-h time periods with randomly generated arrivals, health status changes, etc. To eliminate startof-horizon effects, we simulated an additional 1000 time periods before this evaluation horizon because preliminary tests
showed that after about 600 time periods, start-of-horizon effects were not visible any more. The values reported are averages over 1000 simulation runs. Wherever appropriate, we
also state the 95% confidence intervals of these means. The
experiments were implemented using JAVA version 8 and ran
on a computer with 3.20GHz CPU, 12 GB RAM, and 64-bit
Windows 7.

5.1 Policies resulting from the medical perspective
Figure 5 shows an overview of the policies resulting from
Myopicmed (upper row) and MDPmed (lower row). For each
possible state S = (x 1 , x 2 , i), it shows the action a ¼
 rej edis edis 
taken. The columns represent the type of
a ; a1 ; a2
the arriving patient (i ∈ {1, 2, 3} for elective surgery, internal
emergency, and external emergency, respectively). If no patient arrives, no action is taken, as discharging one of the
existing patients early only has negative consequences and
can be done later, if necessary. The axes represent the occupancy of the ICU. The vertical axis is the number of lowseverity patients and the horizontal axis is the number of
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Fig. 5 Comparison of the policies of Myopicmed (upper row) and MDPmed (lower row)

high-severity patients in the ICU. For example, the lower right
square represents an ICU full of high-severity patients (x1 = 0,
x2 = 35). Now, four policies representing the relevant combinations of actions exist (all other actions are dominated):
1. The patient is admitted, and no patient is early discharged
(light shade).
2. The patient is admitted, and a low-severity patient is early
discharged (medium shade).
3. The patient is admitted, and a high-severity patient is early
discharged (bright shade with “+”).
4. The patient is rejected, and no patient is early discharged
(dark shade).

Remember that the relationship of the rejection and
early
discharge
costs
in
this
scenario
is
rej
rej
med
edis
edis
crej
<
c
<
c
<
c
<
c
.
The
Myopic
policy
j¼1
j¼2
i¼1
i¼3
i¼2

is quite similar for all arrival types. In all cases, patients
are admitted as long as empty beds exist (light shade
below the diagonal). In case of a fully occupied ICU
(represented by the diagonal), the action depends on the
arriving patient: Elective surgeries (i = 1) will be always
canceled, internal emergencies (i = 2) will always be admitted leading to early discharges (if possible, of lowseverity patients), while external emergencies (i = 3) will
be admitted if low-severity patients can be early
discharged. In case only high-severity patients are in
the ICU the external emergency patient will be rejected.
The MDPmed policy is identical for internal emergencies
(i = 2), which are again always admitted. However, it differs
for scheduled elective surgery patients (i = 1) and external
emergencies (i = 3). In case the ICU contains many highseverity patients, these patients are rejected even if free beds
exist. The effect is more pronounced for elective surgeries,
from whom a free bed is already reserved even if only eight
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high-severity patients are in the ICU (x1 = 26, x2 = 8). In the
most extreme case, with only high-severity patients in the
ICU, elective surgeries will be canceled if no more than nine
free beds exist, and external emergencies will be rejected if no
more than four free beds exist. This is driven by the high cost
of early discharging a high-severity patient and her/his longer
expected stay in the ICU. Thus, even with some free beds, the
MDP policy does not ‘risk’ having a full ICU in the future and
rather rejects an elective surgery.

5.2 Policies resulting from the monetary perspective
Second, we compare the myopic and MDP policies based on
the monetary cost perspective (Myopicmon and MDPmon). The
relationship of the rejection and early discharge costs in this
rej
rej
rej
edis
scenario is cedis
j¼1 < ci¼3 < ci¼2 < c j¼2 < ci¼1 . Note that the
rejection cost of an elective surgery patient is now the most
expensive cost, while it was lowest in the medical perspective.
Both Myopicmon and MDPmon yield almost identical policies in this scenario (Fig. 6). If possible, all patients are admitted. If the ICU is full, the least critically ill patient is
discharged early. The only exception is the case where only
high-severity patients are in a full ICU, and an internal emergency (i = 2) or an external emergency patient (i = 3) arrives.
While Myopicmon rejects this patient, MDPmon admits the patient and discharges a high-severity patient early.

5.3 Performance analysis of admission and discharge
policies
In this subsection, we analyze the performance of the policies
described above over a one-year horizon using a simulation
with 1000 runs. On average, 2628 patients arrived at the ICU
during this year. We first describe ICU occupancy for
MDPmed and MDPmon using heatmaps and then share performance indicators like utilization and compare them to Myopic.
The heatmap in Fig. 7 shows the relative frequency of the ICU
occupancy using MDPmed. Again, the vertical axis denotes the
low-severity patients and the horizontal axis denotes the highseverity patients. Obviously, the ICU is never close to empty
(the white area) and in the majority of time, around 1 to 10
low-severity and 23 to 34 high-severity patients are in the ICU
(The 0.0 in the figure illustrates a probability below 0.1%).
Overall, 82% of the patients in the ICU have the high-severity
status, although they only account for roughly 20% of all
admitted patients. This reflects the fact that high-severity patients stay longer. The key take-away here with regard to the
interpretation of the policies shown in Fig. 5 is that an ICU full
of high-severity patients (almost) never happens, but a full
ICU with high-severity and low-severity patients is quite common (27.7%). There is frequently (41.3%) a high utilization
level with only 1 or 2 free beds. Thus, the bed-reserving
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property by rejecting elective surgery patients that distinguishes MDP med from Myopic med is clearly relevant.
However, bed-reserving by rejecting external emergencies
does not create a large effect.
The heatmap in Fig. 8 shows that a situation where
MDPmon admits the patient and early discharges a highseverity patient actually occurs in some events (in about
2.0% of the time periods, lower right square). Using
MDPmon, the ICU is fully occupied in 54.6% of the time periods, more than twice as often as in the medical perspective.
The ICU is almost full (1 or 2 free beds) in 33.4% of the time
periods, thus, having more than 2 free beds is quite rare. We
skip the visualization of the heatmaps for the myopic policies.
As can be seen in Table 2, the resulting utilization levels are
quite similar to MDPmon. Table 2 summarizes performance
indicators for both approaches and perspectives together with
their 95% confidence intervals. First, we discuss the monetary
perspective, where myopic policies perform well, before we
turn to the medical perspective, where the MDP policies lead
to significant improvements.
In the monetary cost setting, the early discharge of lowseverity patients has much lower costs compared to rejecting
patients. Thus, both MDPmon and Myopicmon admit all patients
and early discharge low-severity patients if necessary. Even
though both policies are nearly identical (see Section 5.2),
MDPmon outperforms Myopicmon regarding monetary cost by
7.8%.
However, this changes for the medical perspective. Here,
MDPmed reserves more capacity for critical patients, and starts
rejecting scheduled surgery and external emergency patients if
too many high-severity patients are treated in the ICU (see
Section 5.1). Thus, the average utilization is considerably lower compared to Myopicmed (94.7% versus 97.4%). Moreover,
the effects differ: While the average increase in mortality due
to capacity shortages is 2453pp per year for Myopicmed, using
MDPmed decreases this figure to 1931pp This means a reduction in additional annual mortality by 21% – thus, on average,
5.2 patients will die less every year due to the MDP policy.
Comparing the two objectives for the MDP policies
(MDP mon and MDP med ), the differences are striking.
Applying the monetary perspective, the one-year mortality
due to capacity shortages rises from 1931pp to 2855pp, but
the lost profits decrease from 7.1 million € to 1.1 million €.
That is, the difference of those two objectives is losing around
9.2 patients’ lives against losing 6 million €. The reason for
the mismatch between the medical and the monetary perspective lies within the reimbursement system.
In Fig. 9, we plot the five events’ costs with the dimensions
medical costs (additional mortality rate in pp) on the vertical
axis and monetary costs (lost profits in Euro) on the horizontal
axis. Medical and monetary consequences are aligned if they
have a linear relationship. In our case, there is a major mismatch with regard to rejecting elective surgery patients. This
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Fig. 6 Comparison of the policies of Myopicmon (upper row) and MDPmon (lower row)

action is at the same time the most favorable from a medical
perspective and the least favorable from a monetary perspective. A smaller mismatch occurs with the rejection of external
emergencies. To induce that hospitals who are profit maximizers also maximize medical quality, reimbursement systems should make sure that these mismatches are eliminated.
Here, one might consider decreasing the monetary costs of
rejecting external emergency patients and especially elective
surgery patients, while the monetary costs of early discharging
patients or rejecting internal emergency patients might be
increased.
The results of our approach vary if different parameters are
selected. As mentioned in the previous section, we provide a
detailed sensitivity analysis based on different parameter combinations (Appendix E.1) and parameter misspecification
(Appendix E.2) in the online appendix.

6 Scenario analysis
The admission and discharge policies discussed in the
previous section were based on two sets of cost estimations for our case hospital. In this section, we take a
broader look by varying capacities and costs in simulation
(1000 simulation runs each). We consider two different
variations of scenarios: First, we derive strategic implications by changing the available number of ICU resources:
What are the benefits (costs) of adding (removing) one
additional bed? Second, we drop the assumption of either
considering purely the medical or the monetary perspective, and allow combinations of both. Based on 20 costs
settings consisting of linear combinations of medical and
monetary costs, we derive an efficiency frontier. In the
online appendix, we consider two more variations. In
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6.1 Strategic implications

Appendix B.1, we consider different cost parameter settings for the medical costs by increasing or decreasing
each cost parameter by 50%, leading to 32 additional scenarios. Thus, we can demonstrate the value of our model
based on different cost settings. In Appendix B.2, we
analyze the impact of estimation errors on performance
by comparing policies based on those 32 additional cost
scenarios, while the costs of our case studies represent the
ground truth. This sensitivity analysis demonstrates the
cases where our model performance is robust, and those
where wrong cost estimations lead to severe consequences. Please note that the appendix relates to classical
sensitivity analyses. As high uncertainty is typically associated with the estimation of medical consequences, we
concentrate on medical costs in these analyses. We do
not perform a dedicated sensitivity analysis for the arrival
rates, as this is to some extend already captured by the
variation of ICU capacity.

Table 2 Comparison of
performance indicators of Myopic
and MDP (pp: percentage points)

Besides calculating optimal admission and discharge policies,
the model can also serve to obtain insights on a strategic level,
for example, regarding the dimensioning of ICU capacity. The
model computes admission and discharge policies to minimize costs (that could be medical or monetary) based on a
given capacity. Thus, by varying this capacity, we can estimate the benefits or costs of capacity changes. To this end, we
run our model to determine the optimal policies for both the
medical and the monetary perspective for capacities of 30 to
40 beds, and apply the simulation to report the medical (increase in mortality rate) and the monetary (lost profits) results
in Appendix C. The impact of capacity changes is quite linear.
If the medical perspective is optimized, decreasing the capacity to 30 beds leads to an additional mortality of 700pp –
meaning that, on average, 7 more patients die due to capacity
shortages. In case the monetary performance is optimized, the

Optimized
Goal

Approach

Medical
cost [pp]

Monetary cost [€]

Utilization
rate [%]

Rejection
rate [%]

Early
discharge
rate [%]

Medical

MDPmed

Monetary

Myopicmed
MDPmon
Myopicmon

1931
2453
2855
3172

7,160,950
4,259,490
1,143,772
1,239,946

94.7
97.4
97.4
98.4

32.6
14.5
0
2.0

17.8
38.6
47.0
46.5

±
±
±
±

197
280
319
412

±
±
±
±

433,651
420,612
156,391
186,341

±
±
±
±

0.6
0.5
0.5
0.4

±
±
±
±

1.9
1.3
0
0.7

±
±
±
±

2.5
3.6
3.6
3.3
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Fig. 8 Frequency of ICU occupancy for MDPmon ([%]; empty/white: never observed after warm-up)

additional mortality increases to 1128pp, resulting in more
than 11 additional mortalities. The additional monetary opportunity losses to the hospital due to a decrease from 35 to 30
beds are about 0.6 million Euros (monetary perspective optimized) up to 1.3 million Euros (medical perspective optimized). Consistent with these results, the utilization is slightly
increased from 94.7% to 94.9% in the medical setting, and
increased from 97.4% to 98.2% in the monetary setting.
Increasing the capacity from 35 to 40 beds leads to improvements: The number of additional lives saved ranges from 6.1
(medical perspective optimized) to 9.7 (monetary perspective
optimized), and the reduction of monetary opportunity losses
ranges from 0.4 million € (monetary perspective optimized) to

1.7 million € (medical perspective optimized). The utilization
drops from 94.7% to 93.8% in the medical setting and from
97.4% to 95.8% in the monetary setting. It is interesting to see
that the positive effects seem to be stronger for the perspective
that is not optimized – in cases with fewer capacity shortages,
the trade-off between medical and monetary consequences
seems to disappear. However, fixed costs clearly increase with
capacity. Besides costs for new equipment, different (noncontinuous) staffing requirements must be considered.
Furthermore, we can also change the point of view and ask
how many beds we can save by switching from myopic to
MDP policies (Fig. 10). More precisely, the same cost level
can be obtained with fewer beds. Especially when focusing on

16

Fig. 9 Medical and monetary
costs for all five events
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Fig. 10 The capacity saved by
MDP
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the medical perspective, the MDP saves between two and five
beds compared to the myopic policy at the same cost level. For
instance, implementing the myopic policy in the ICU with 34
beds results in an expected mortality due to capacity shortages
of around 2600pp The same figure is achieved when
implementing the MDP policy with a capacity of only 30
beds. Focusing on monetary goals, the differences are less
pronounced. Thus, the approach may help to provide valuable
input when making capacity dimensioning decisions. Besides
strategic level planning, when making operational decisions,
such as closing beds in the ICU because of staff shortages, it
can help as well to show the resulting consequences in both
medical and monetary perspectives.

6.2 Trade-off between medical and monetary costs
The case study in Section 5 demonstrated that different cost
perspectives lead to different policies. While we previously
focused on either the medical or the monetary perspective,
we now honor the fact that these are two extreme cases. In
reality, this is a problem with two objectives which are both
simultaneously important to the decision maker. Thus, we
now numerically construct an efficient frontier (line with “x”
in Fig. 11) that contains policies which are optimal for a certain weighted combination of the medical and monetary perspectives. Note that in order to have comparable figures, we
rescale monetary costs by a factor of 1/1,000 in this analysis.
All points to the right/above the frontier are inefficient because
at least one perspective can be improved without worsening
the other. As our cost function is linear, this frontier can be
easily constructed by considering convex combinations of the
two cost perspectives’ parameters. To obtain points on this
frontier, we first calculated 11 cases with different weightings
of the two perspectives by increasing the relative weight for
medical costs from 0 (case 0) to 1 (case 10) in ten steps of 0.1.

In order to capture all parts of the efficient frontier, we additionally inserted 10 non-equidistant cases between the aforementioned (e.g. case 8a with a weight of 0.825 for medical
costs). For each case, the resulting optimal policy is evaluated
in simulations as before, and medical as well as monetary
costs are recorded. The policy is quite insensitive to the
weights in some areas (e.g. cases 0, 1, and 2 with relative
weights of medical costs of 0 to 0.2), resulting in very similar
cost values for these cases. In other areas, a small change in
weights (e.g. cases 8e and 8f with relative weights for medical
costs of 0.8915 and 0.8916, respectively) results in a change in
the policy with big effects on costs. More information and
resulting policies are given in Appendix D.
As its weight increases from case 0 to case 10, the
resulting total medical costs decrease from 2855pp to
1931pp, which means that, on average, 9.2 patients die
less due to capacity shortages. The reverse is also true:
If we put stronger emphasis on the monetary perspective,
monetary costs decrease, while mortality increases. As
usual, this trade-off is not linear. When starting to increase
the weight on medical costs in the first nine cases, the
medical perspective can be improved at relatively low
monetary costs: By decreasing the medical costs from
2,855pp to 2445pp (saving around four patients, that is,
44% of the potential decrease of medical costs) the monetary costs only increase from 1.14 to 1.51 million €
(costing around 370,000 €, that is, 6% of the potential
increase of monetary costs). After case 9, improving the
medical perspective gets more expensive – now, the policies start to reject external emergencies and scheduled surgery patients. Switching from case 9 to case 10 will save
in expectation one life (decrease of medical costs from
2069pp to 1931pp), and will lead to a monetary cost
increase of 3.2 million € (increase of monetary costs from
3.98 million € to 7.16 million €).
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Fig. 11 The trade off between
medical and monetary cost
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In addition to the MDP policies, Fig. 11 also contains the
results of the myopic policies (line with circles). These policies
myopically decide on weighted costs. Obviously, the policy
rarely changes as the weights vary. Here, the policies only
change if the order of costs change. When we compare the
performance of the MDP and the myopic policy in all 20 cases,
the potential of the MDP solution becomes obvious:
Considering case 9 with a myopic policy as a benchmark (remember that the myopic policy resembles policies used in practice), we could either reduce mortality by around four patients
(from 2453pp to 2069pp), combined with a slight reduction of
costs by moving to case 9 with the MDP solution, or reduce
costs by 2.75 million € (from 4.26 to 1.51 million €), keeping
the medical costs constant, by moving to case 8 with the MDP
solution. We draft the resulting policies in Appendix D. The
most noticable change is that the MDP starts to reserve beds by
deferring external emergencies (starting from case 2), and by
canceling scheduled surgeries (especially in case 8a, where the
high monetary costs of such policies are not considered) when
moving from monetary- to medical-oriented policies.
According to the sensitivity analysis based on different parameter combinations (Appendix E.1), our model has significant benefits in most of the considered test cases, there are a few
cases where the MDP does not reserve beds, and its use does
not lead to a considerable improvement compared to a myopic
policy. The sensitivity analysis of parameter misspecification
(Appendix E.2) shows that erroneous estimation of cost parameters may indeed lead to dramatic results. The worst impact on
medical costs was observed for combinations of overestimation
of rejection costs and underestimation of the cost of early discharges, while results are otherwise relatively robust.

7 Conclusion and future research
Congestion problems in ICUs lead to dramatic negative effects on patients’ health. Both rejections of arriving patients

and early discharges of existing patients lead to worse outcomes. This paper proposes a method to define admission
and early discharge policies that minimize these negative consequences. Our approach applies a discrete-time Markov decision process that is solved to optimality for realistic instances. We demonstrate that by minimizing the medical consequences, the approach significantly outperforms a myopic
policy as applied by most hospitals in practice. Besides, we
demonstrate that different objectives lead to different policies.
If, for example, monetary profits are optimized, the medical
outcome is strongly affected. We extend this logic to develop
an efficiency frontier covering medical and monetary perspectives, and thereby contribute to the ongoing discussion on the
trade-off between medical quality and monetary costs. We
further provide robustness checks and situations in medical
perspective where our approach is sensitive to cost changes
and to cost estimation errors. Our model provides particularly
high potential in cases with low medical costs for rejecting
external emergencies and high costs for early discharging lowseverity patients. It is relatively robust against underestimation
of rejection costs for scheduled surgeries and external emergencies and overestimation of early discharge cost of highseverity patients. However, the opposite case, that is, overestimation of rejection costs and underestimation of early discharge costs, leads to inferior results.
Various applications of our approach exist. The major one is a
framework to develop recommendations for admission and discharge control on a tactical decision level. One could, for example, use it to develop simple guidelines. Such decision rules may
have the form that if a certain number of high-severity patients
are treated in the ICU, no more elective surgeries will be scheduled that require postoperative ICU treatment, or define occupancy levels where coordinating units are informed to divert ambulances with external emergencies to other hospitals.
The policies as we illustrate them could be printed out
and the ICU manager could have them as a poster in
the ICU – no additional information systems would be
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required. An additional application is to use the approach as decision support for capacity dimensioning
on strategic and operational decision level. It provides
insights on the consequences of capacity shortages, and
allows decision makers to consider different objectives
within the admission and discharge policies. In both
cases, our approach has direct managerial applications.
We believe that managing ICU admissions and discharges is
of great importance, and has large potential for future research.
To focus on the trade-off between medical and monetary goals,
and to allow easy implementation of our proposed policies in
practice, we aggregated situations (e.g. day and night shift) and
patient types. From a modeling point of view, adding a higher
level of complexity could be of interest – even though this might
reduce the ease of implementation. Possible extensions include a
time-dependent arrival and discharge process (e.g., discharge at
specific time of the day, arrival rates vary on different time slots
and weekday), a more detailed clustering of patient types (e.g.,
cluster patients according to the specific symptoms and objective
criteria), and the modelling of re-admissions or delayed admissions of rejected or discharged patients. These extensions may
lead to a more complex model that cannot be solved to optimality. Thus, approximation schemes such as approximate dynamic
programming may be necessary. Another approach may be to
consider variations of the setting. For example, our results have
shown that in a full ICU, there is usually at least one low-severity
patient. If the medical perspective is optimized, there are at least 3
low-severity patients with a probability of about 85%, while this
figure is lower for the monetary perspective. Thus, if inferior
beds with a lower level of care for low-severity patients are
considerably cheaper, a multi-tiered ICU should be considered.
Last but not the least, the control policies implemented in the
ICU might influence the other departments as well, and the interdependencies of the ICU on the rest of the hospital is an
interesting topic to study.
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